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Safety Instructions
With a great attention, users should read the following warning and caution to ensure
the proper operation and safety before installation and operation.
Warning : Warning statements describe conditions or actions that can result in personal injury or loss of life.
Caution : Caution statements describe conditions or actions that can result in damage
to the equipment or loss of data.
Note Notes contain additional information on usage.

Warning
•

•
•

Do not perform any testing and maintenance on the instrument while operating the instrument with the patient.
Never open the case of the instrument. There are no accessible inside the instrument
by user. Do not make any modifications on the instrument. The manufacturer accepts
no responsibility for any modification. In case of mal-function, contact a qualified service technician.
Never use the instrument in the presence of flammable anesthetics, stored chemicals,
high pressure oxygen tank or gas. Fire or explosion may be caused by the failure of
the instrument.
Do not immerse the instrument in water or any liquid. Keep the instrument away from
splashing liquid.
Do not remove the patient cable from the instrument while operating
Do not operate the instrument within 5 min after defibrillator use
The instrument could be sent back to the manufacturer for recycling or proper disposal
after their useful lives. Alternatively the instrument shall be disposed in accordance
with national laws after their useful lives.
It needs to select the bio-potentials surface electrodes such as AgCl or Ag-AgCl which
are placed in the contact with the skin and is not toxic to living tissue.
Detach all of electrodes from the skin and make sure that all operators must be off
from the instrument and patient before applying the defibrillator, MRI, CT, X-ray or
other medical equipment’s. Electric shock or patient burn may be caused by the failure.
Never leave the battery pack to be touched by children. Never discard the battery pack
in the presence of flame.
Avoid contact with water, high atmospheric pressure, humidity and excessive temperatures, saline or dusty environments.
Avoid placing the unit on surfaces that are corrosive or electric surfaces.
The equipment should be serviced for maintenance and repair only by qualified per-

•

sonnel. If a fault is detected, the device must not be used until their normal state
is restored.
Do not use other patient cables than those supplied by the manufacturer

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Warning: Applied to neonatal or children use.
• Do not use the electrodes with dried conductive area.
• Never clear the skin by using alcohol or polisher.
• To minimize the skin irritation,
 Do not attach electrode on sensitive skin.
 Do not attach electrode at same place on skin.
 Check the applied skin part regularly.

Caution
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Environmental conditions
Temperature

Humidity

Remark
Protect the instrument from
Transport and
+10 to +95%
the vibration and shock while
-20℃
to
+60℃,
storage
(without condensation)
transporting
+10% to +95%
Operation
+10℃ to +45℃ (without condensation)

Use the instrument under physician description and guide
• Use the instrument under physician description and guide.
• This instrument which record the ECG signal was designed and certified to apply heart
diagnosis purpose only by an authorized physician. It should not be applied to the other purposes caused by misuse.
• Pay attention to read user manual before operating.
• Require physician description for following patients before applying this instrument.
- Patient who is Implanted the medical device
- Neonatal, children and pregnant woman
- Patient who has some diseases.
• Stop to operate the instrument immediately if patient may have any abnormal symptom while operating.
• Do not use the instrument at improper place.
• Avoid the shock and violation for proper use.
• Never open the case or disassemble the instrument by unauthorized personnel. Contact the manufacturer or distributor if the instrument may have problem.
• Perform routine checks to ensure trouble free operation and safety.
• The instrument should be operated by physicians and qualified personnel only.
• Servicing of the instrument should be undertaken with proper tools and equipment’s.
• The special attention should be paid when attaching the suction bulb chest electrodes
which may make a bruise on patient with sensitive skin being attached to the patient
skin.
• The instrument may not function normally when used in combination with other
equipment’s which emit a strong electro-magnetic field.
• The instrument was intentionally designed to record or display the proper ECG signal
to use a diagnostic purpose. The instrument included the protection circuits so that severe transient noise or interference that may appear across the input or power line of
instrument under certain conditions do not record or display ECG signal continuously.
• User must pay attention for defibrillation.
• User must pay attention not to drop the instrument
• The packing box and material should not be used for other purpose and keep them at
safety area or collect them according to local rule.
• Never touch or operate the instrument by children or unauthorized person.
• Contact the manufacturer for after service if the instrument may be dropped or
shocked.
• Never use the instrument while MRI operating. The burning skin may be caused.

Caution
Note that TRISMED will provide the ECG electrodes as the standard accessory
which can be applicable for 24 hour use. Physician should make sure whether expecting
recording time will be exceed or not with maximum applicable time of electrode use. For
example, new electrodes should be replaced every 24-hour if recording time will be required to extend over 24 hours by applying 24-hour use electrodes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The system of long-term ECG Holter 12lead Cardicode300H, hereinafter Cardicode
System is intended to perform long duration ECG Holter test. It is designed for the acquisition
and study of the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal of a patient without interrupting his daily life
for a period of 24, 48 or 72 hours. This system can be used on patients without any limitation
of age or gender. Holter testing is one of the tools most used by doctors to capture abnormal
heart rhythm. Poses no risk to the patient because it is a noninvasive scanning method.
The Cardicode system is intended to be used only by specialized health care personnel.
When this test is indicated, the patient should visit the health care institution where the
doctor or nurse will place him the recorder device and instructs him about the precautions
while wearing it. The patient wears this device while performing his common activities and
after a period commonly of 24 hours and up to 72 hours, returns to the health care institution to remove the device by the specialized personnel and download the recorded data to
be analyzed.
Using a system of long-term ECG Holter is useful for:
 The diagnosis, control and monitoring of ischemic heart disease.
 Diagnose different types of arrhythmias or conduction disturbances.
 Document the therapeutic efficacy of anti-arrhythmic and anti-ischemic agents.
 Monitoring of patients with pacemakers.
 Assessment of symptoms that may or may not be related to electrical events.
 Detection of electrical events related to the prognosis of heart disease.


1.1

General Characteristics
Cardicode300H is formed by a recorder and an analyzer software.
a. Recorder
Allows to collect and store the patient`s ECG signal. After harvesting the ECG signal,
the recorder is connected to a computer via the USB port. The recorded data is downloaded by the analyzer software and it gets automatically analyzed.
b. Analyzer Software
The Software Analyzer receives the ECG record via the USB port of the computer
from the recorder and stored on hard disk for further processing. It provides facilities for
viewing, editing, and analysis of ECG interpretation by the specialist.

1.2

Product Specifications
The recorder allows to record the ECG signal from the patent during his daily life. It is
wearable and light.
The recorder can record 3 channels and 12 channels records according to the used
cable and the configuration its current settings (see Fig. 2.1).

Fig 2.1 Recorder Cardicode 300H
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1.2.1

Features

 Up to 72 hours of full disclosure recording
 Configurable sampling rate (250/500/1000)
 USB interface for setup new record and download data
 Real time ECG wave display during recorder configuration
 ST segment analyzer with ST episodes detection in all leads
 HRV in time and frequency domains
 QT and Spatial QT Dispersion analysis
 HRT analysis
 Pacer function analyzer
 Graphic tools for display high quality ECG waves
 On screen option for mark pauses on ECG recording
 Built-in accelerometer sensor to record patient body position
 Integrated into CardiOffice system for managing Patient and Studies database
 Report to Printer, PDF, PNG and JPG files with the possibility of e-mail sending
 Export to proprietary and standard formats (DICOM, aECG (XML), ISHNE)

1.2.2 Parts of the recorder
The recorder is conformed by the following parts:
a. System Unit Parts and Functions

No.

Name

Functions

①

LCD Screen

Recorder configuration and ECG signal visualization

②

Green LED

Recording indicator (flash every 5 seconds)

Patient Mark Key /

During the recorder configuration this key acts as Back
function. During recording operation this key place a
patient event mark in the ECG signal.
During the configuration this key performs the UP function in every menus and controls.

③

Back Key(
④

Up Key(

)
)
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⑤

⑥

On Key /
Enter Key(

)

Down Key(

)

This key turns on the recorder. During configuration this
key accept and perform the selected action. During recording by pressing for short time the recorder will show
the current recording status. Also during recording by
holding pressed for longer than 5 second a Test Abort
menu will be shown to allow the test to be canceled before the configured time has expired.
During the configuration this key performs the DOWN
function in every menus and controls.

⑦

Patient Cable
connector

Patient cable to get the ECG signal from the patient
body. The mini USB cable must be disconnected from
the recorder before connecting the patient cable.

⑧

Mini USB connector

Used to download the ECG record after the test is completed. The ECG patient cable must be removed before
connecting the mini USB cable.

⑨

Battery cover /
compartment

Battery cover and battery compartment for 2 AA batteries (Alkaline / NiMH)

b. Accessories parts and functions
No.

Name

Functions

①

Patient cable

Patient cable to get the ECG signal from the patient
body thru the disposable electrodes.

②

Disposable electrode

Will be directly attached to the patient’s body to carry
the ECG signal to the patient cable.

③

Pouches

For facilitate the recorded carrying and protect the unit.

④

Micro SD Card

FAT32 formatted Micro SD card to store the record file.
The recorded information can be accessed thru the mini
USB connector. The micro SD card can also be manually removed from the battery compartment.

⑤

Alkaline Batteries

The recorded is powered by 2 AA alkaline batteries.

⑥

Mini USB cable

Allows to connect the ECG Holter recorder to the PC to
download the recorded data.

⑦

CD

HolterAnalysis Program

⑧

Protection key

Software key
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2. Getting started
Step 1. Preparations
1.1 Patient Preparation
Note : Proper patient preparation and electrode placement are important for acquiring a
high quality ECG.
 Prepare the electrode site by removing oils, and lotion from the skin. If necessary, shave
the area where electrodes will be placed.
 Clean the skin at the placement site with an alcohol prep pad.
 Dry the area with a lint-free cloth.

1.2 Secure Digital (SD) Card
ECG data is stored on a Micro SD card located in the battery.
The ECG Data may now be placed into a card reader and loaded into the Holter software for analysis.
The Cardicode300H stores acquired ECG data to a standard SD card with capacity between 4GB or more.
To insert the SD card, remove the battery cover on the back of the recorder and insert
the card face up as shown in As follows:
Push it into the slot until it clicks into place. To remove the SD card, push the card into
the slot and it will release.
You can then pull the card out of the slot. The battery must be removed prior to inserting
or removing the SD card.

Caution :
Make sure you do not force the card in; if you force the card in upside-down or force
the card out by pulling, it can damage the connector inside the recorder .

1.3 Battery mounting
The CARDICODE300H uses two alkaline AA type battery. To install the battery, remove the battery door on the back of the device, and place as shown on the placement
reference molded on the inside of the battery compartment.
In every record test are at least 2500 mAh or two new alkaline batteries of similar capacity might also be used to perform a record.
If a battery has power, but is too weak to run study, the recorder will display a low battery warning. The CARDICODE300H monitors battery voltages during a study. It will run
until the below an acceptable level. When this occurs the CARDICODE300H will shut
down.
Once the battery is inserted the recorder enter into a low power consumption state, the
LED will flash only one time and the LCD will remain off.
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IMPORTANT: The batteries must be fully charged before starting a new record, if this
requirement is not meet the record could end before the programmed time
is completed.
IMPORTANT: Remove the batteries after the record is completed and downloaded to
the PC. This will prevent the recorder to get damaged by battery leaking.
Note
The battery operating time may be varied according to sampling frequency condition.
Resolution

Frequency

Operating time

High

1000Hz

MAX 24 hours.

Standard

500Hz

MAX 72 hours.

Low

250Hz

MAX 72 hours.

* Resolution setting can be selected in the Mode menu(

).

Caution
 The battery should be removed or replaced by authorized person only.
 Keep the removed battery at place where is around 25℃.
 Never let it touch by the children
 Do not drop or shock the battery.
 When not in use do not leave batteries in the recorder.
Note : Using the NIMH Battery.
 If you select NIMH Battery, needs the rechargeable adapter.
 The rechargeable adapter are you need to buy by yourself.

Step 2. Patient cable connection
Connect the patient cable to the patient cable connector of the product.
The cable can only be inserted in one direction, and will easily snap into place when
properly positioned.

Caution
 Do not disconnect the patient cable from the Equipment while operating.
 Check whether the connector is connected tightly before operation. The noise may be
caused by loosened connection.
Note : Patient cable image
a. 7 leads patient cable for 3 channels
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b. 10 leads patient cable for 12 channels

Step 3. Product operation
3.1 LCD Display
If you press on key

, the screen appears as shown below for two seconds.

Note
•
Once the battery is inserted, start the firmware for the recorder.
•
When the boot is complete, the LCD Backlight is off.
•
After two second the main menu will appear.

Icon

Function
Current time
Micro SD card status
Battery status (Good, Medium, Low)
Start a new study
To see and modify all the settings
Shows information about the hotler recorder
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Power off the holter recorder
To move among the options use the buttons as described below:


Up:



Select option:


Down:
Back: During menuing the Mark button will serve as Back action

Figure 4,1 symbol position

3.2 Setting (

)

To setting the recorder on the initial screen recorder select the Settings option, then the
settings screen appears (see image below).

Use
and
to move among the available options. Use
select the chosen
option.
A detailed explanation of every option will be covered as follows:

a.
Allows to select the language of the recorder.

b.
Allows to select what kind of pacemaker has the patient if any.
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c.
Allows to select the recording signal Resolution of the recorder.

High Resolution (High): By selecting this option the recorder will acquire the ECG signal with a 1000Hz of sampling rate. Also the recording time will be limit to
24 hours.
Standard (Mid): By selecting this option the recorder will acquire the ECG signal with a
500Hz sampling rate. The recording time will be maximized to 72 hours.
Low Resolution (Low): By selecting this option the recorder will acquire the ECG signal
with a 250Hz of sampling frequency. The recording time will be maximized
to 72 hours.

d.
Allows to select the number of channels that will be recorded. This selected option
must be matched to the patient cable that will be used for the test.

The recorder can record 3 or 12 ECG channels simultaneously depending on the
patient cable that will be used for the test. The recorder will be provided with one 7
leads patient cable for 3 channels record and one 10 leads patient cable for 12 channels
record.
This option selection must match the type of cable being used in the test.
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e. Electrodes
Allows to select the electrodes placement for a 3 channels record. This option are
only valid for a 3 channels study.

*

: Refer to Step 5.Electrodes placement, a

*

: Refer to Step 5.Electrodes placement, b

f. Battery
Allows to select what kind of battery are being used to power the recorder. This information is very important to check accurately the battery status before starting the
record and during the test.

g. Date/Time
Allows to adjust the date and time of the recorder. This information will remain updated even if the recorder has no battery.
Change the value of the selected field by pressing
the current field press

and

. When done with

to move to the next one.

IMPORTANT: This information is used as real time information during the test si it
must be properly configured once in every new device.
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3.3 About(

)

Shows information about the recorder

3.4 Power off(

)

Power off the equipment.
Note:
If you need to re start the set up process, re-assemble the battery.

Step 4. Electrodes placement
Connecting the patient to the recorder.
The placement of the electrodes varies depending on whether you want to make a 3 or 12
lead and in turn can vary depending on what you want to investigate.
Electrode placement is an aspect that determines the quality of ECG signal collection.
Please read this section before the first operation.
Note :
1). Prepare the electrode site by removing oils, and lotion from the skin. If necessary,
shave the area where electrodes will be placed.
2). Clean the skin at the placement site with an alcohol prep pad.
3). Dry the area with a lint-free cloth.
4). Use Silver Chloride disposable electrodes designed for Holter monitoring. Do not use
12-lead ECG or Stress Test Electrodes.

4.1 Electrodes placement for a 3 channels record (

).

For a 3 channels conventional study the recommended positions are as follow:
No.
Color
Position
1+
Green (Red)
Left Anterior Axillary line 5th rib
1Red (White)
Right Manubrium
2+
White (Brown)
Aproximately 2 cm right of Xiphoid Process
2Yellow (Black)
Left Manubrium
3+
Orange (Orange)
Left of Mid-Clavicular line, 5th rib
3Blue (Blue)
Center of Manubrium
RL
Black (Green)
Lower rib margin, over bone

label and color : IEC Standard (AHA Standard)
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Figure 4.1 Electrodes placement to record 3 channels

4.2 Electrodes placement to acquire 3 orthogonal ECG lead system
(XYZ), also known as Frank’s lead system. (
)



No.

Color

Position

1+

Green (Red)

Left Anterior Axillary line, 6th rib

1-

Red (White)

Right Anterior Axillary line, 6th rib

2+

White (Brown)

2-

Yellow (Black)

3+

Orange (Orange)

Center of Sternum

3-

Blue (Blue)

Center of Back

RL(N)

Black (Green)

Lower rib margin, over bone

label and color : IEC Standard (AHA Standard)

Figure 5.2 Electrodes placement to record 3 orthogonal channels of ECG signal (XYZ).
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4.3 Electrodes placement to acquire 12 channels of ECG signal
For a 12 channels ECG record the recommended positions are as follow:
Label.
R(RA)
L(LA)
N(RL)
F(LL)
C1(V1)
C2(V2)
C3(V3)
C4(V4)
C5(V5)
C6(V6)



Color
Red(White)
Yellow(Black)
Black(Green)
Green(Red)
White/Red (Brown/Red)
White/Yellow
(Brown/Yellow)
White/Green
(Brown/Green)
White/Brown
(Brown/Blue)
White/Black
(Brown/Orange)
White/Violet
(Brown/Purple)

Position
Position cavicular middle right
Position left middle cavicular
Right iliac crest
Left iliac crest
4th intercostal space, right side of the sternum
4th intercostal space left sternal
Between V2 and V4
5th average intercostal space, clavicular line
5th anterior intercostal space, axillary line
5th average intercostal space, axillary line

label and color : IEC Standard (AHA Standard)

Figure 5.3 Electrodes placement for a 12 channels ECG record

4.4 Attach an electrode tips.

Note
Check the patient cable for damage or wear. Replace if necessary.
Firmly place an electrode on each of the prepared skin surface sites. Dispose of any
electrode that does not properly adhere to the skin.
Note
Before the patient leaves the office inform the patient about:
 The use of the event button and patient diary.
 Avoid places with high humidity.
 Must not removing the SD card or battery.
 Do not apply heavy impact to the product.
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Warning
Removing and replacing the battery during a study may result in the loss of all patient data.

Step 5. Recording start
Select the "
" Icon and then press the Select button(
)
If a record was previously perform and it has not been download to the PC the following
screen will be shown.

If the option yes is selected the previous record information will be lost. To download the
record before start the new test select “No” and download the record according to the section
6.8 (section in the user manual explaining how to download a record to the PC)
If the selected option was “Yes”

5.1 Input the Patient ID
shown asking for the patient ID

Use the buttons

and

to change the numbers or erase them. Press the button

to move to the next digit. Use the button
(Back) to go to the previous digit to
change it again. After finish entering the number press the button two times while editing the
last digit to complete the ID input.

5.2 Input the Record time
After inputting the patient’s ID the screen to configure the recording time will be shown.
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5.3 Start to proceed with the record.
If the recorder was already configured just select Start to proceed with the record.

Warning: Do not rely on the LCD display as a diagnostic tool.
This screen shows the real time ECG signal from the patient. To move among the channels in the case of 12 channels used the buttons

and

. After checking the signal

quality press the button
.
If there is a record that hasn’t been imported by CardiOffice the screen of the Image A will
be shown.

If the “

” option is selected the record will be lost.

To import the record before starting the new study select “
” and connect
Cardicode300H to the PC using the USB interface to download the study (see section 3.1).
Once the study is downloaded by CardiOffice the message in the Image A will not be shown
again.
You can see the next set of channels using the buttons and moving.
After checking the signal quality and no any loose electrode, press the up and down button Study the summary screen is displayed.
IMPORTANT: The recording time can be limited by the selected recording mode in the
recorder.
Changing the duration of the test can be done in the same way that inputting the patient’s
ID.
After this screen a summary of the test is shown before starting.

In this screen it is very important to pay attention to the battery status. Make sure the battery icon is green which means the battery is fully charged. If the test is started with the battery status Medium or Low, the test might not complete the programmed time. In this case
the recorder will record until the battery is depleted. All the recorded signal will be accurately
read until the moment when the battery went finally down. In the event of problems at the
electrodes the summary screen is displayed indicating these problems.
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If some problem is found in the summary screen the button

can be pressed to go

back to the main menu to solve the problem. To continue with the test press the button
The following screen will be shown for around 20 second.

.

Upon completion of the initialization process recorder turns off and the LED indicator
starts flashing on and off.

5.4

Patient’s event mark
The recorder allows the patient to mark events during the test. To accomplish this the pa-

tient must press the button
for 0.2s and the event will be stored. The recorder will
show in the screen that the event has been stored and some other information about the test.

5.5

Test feedback
The recorder allows to check if it is working properly by pressing the button
. The
image A shows a Test feedback where everything is working fine. The Image B shows a
Test feedback where all the electrodes are loose. In this screen you can also know if the
recorder is in pause or recording, the image C shows a paused test.

A

B

C
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5.6 PAUSE
The recorder has a pause option. The signal being recorded during the pause will not
be used for analysis by analyzer software (this is by default but this behavior can be altered in CardiOffice software), but it will be available for the doctor to see. In order to pause
press and hold the buttons
screen will appear.

and

simultaneously for 3 seconds. The following

To exit from the Pause state you must perform the same procedure. Press and hold the
buttons

and

simultaneously for 3 seconds. The following screen will be shown.

5.7 Abort test
In the case that the test need to be ended before the programmed time it can be done.
Press and hold the button

for at least 5 seconds. The recorder will show a menu to

confirm the abortion of the test. Select yes to abort the study or No to keep going with it.
By aborting the test all the elapsed time will remain stored and will be imported and analyzed CardiOffice.

Once confirmed the data shown in the Summary screen, press the button, the display
initialization study appears for a few seconds.
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If some problem where found at this point the summary screen might be looking like the
Image.
Warning:
ECG Reports must be read by a physician who is trained to interpret an ECG study.
Physicians should order a repeat study when the ECG is poor quality

5.8 Configure study from the PC
To read the record in the PC the patient cable must be removed from the recorder.
After this it will be possible to connect the mini USB cable to the recorder and to the PC.
The equipment will be automatically detected as an external device and displays a
screen that indicates it is connected via USB.

The study download is automatically performed by the Holter module of CardiOffice
software. For more details about how to use CardiOffice please consult CardiOffice Operation Manual or CardiOffice Online Help.

3. Maintenance requirements
The life time of the instrument will be 5 years from the manufacturing date. The instrument was designed to minimize the cost and time for after service. To extend the life time,
the instrument should be operated under the guide and instruction in the user manual. It is
recommended to be tested by an authorized supplier or manufacturer regularly. Warranty
term of the instrument is as follows;
 Warranty
Main unit: 1 year
Accessories :
Patient cable : 6 months
Other Accessories : not under warranty.

 Exceptional warranty
The warranty shall not apply for following conditions;
1. Any defect, failure or damage caused by improper use and care and inadequate
maintenance.
2. Applied parts which were not provided by a manufacturer.
3. Any defect, failure or damage caused by miss-operation which is not referred to
user manual.
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4. The modification or integration by unauthorized personnel.

Warning
 Used instrument provided by unknown third party should not be allowed to use strictly. Manufacturer should not be responsible for any safety and performance concerns.
 The instrument which is expired for life time, 5 years should be checked by an authorized personnel or a manufacturer.
 Never open the case. After service should be preceded by authorized personnel.

Caution
 The recorder does not require adjustment or periodic maintenance.
 The recorder must only be checked for repair by the qualified personal. If some failure is detected the recorder must not be used until it is returned to its normal state.
 The recorder and the patient cable can be cleaned gently with a cloth with soap and
water to remove dirt caused by use with different patients

3.1 Cleaning
① Remove the battery before cleaning.
② Clean with a damp cloth and wipe dry with a soft, clean cloth.
③ Do not use ammonia, phenol or acetone to protect the case from damage.
④ Do not allow liquids to enter the plastic cabinet of the ECG equipment.
⑤ Make sure that the Holter ECG equipment is allowed to dry properly before plugging
in.

3.2 Maintenance and repairing service
The following information should be forwarded to service authorizer for after service.
① Serial number
② Detail information for failure or complains.
③ Contact details :
TRISMED CO., LTD.
34016, 409 SMECA, 65 Techno 3-ro, Yusung-gu, Daejon 305-509, Rep. of Korea
TEL : 042-936-7201, FAX: 042-936-7202
home page : www.trismed.com e-mail: trismed@trismed.com
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4. Label
4.1 Front, Left and Right side Label

No.

Symbol

Description

①

Model name

②

Patient Mark Key / Back Key

③

Up Key

④

On Key / Enter Key

⑤

Down Key

4.2 Bottom side Label

No.

Symbol

Description

①

Type BF applied part
Caution : To signify caution (ISO 7000- 0434 A)

②

Company logo

③

Battery

④

Micro SD CARD

⑤

Product identification label

⑥

The open direction of Battery cover.

⑦

Micro SD CARD

⑧

Do not use for less 10kg weight patient
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4.3 Symbol for product label
Symbol

Description

Symbol

Description

EN 980:2008
5.6 Symbol for "DATE OF
MANUFACTURE"

EN 980:2008
5.18 Symbol for "CONSULT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE"

(EN 980:2008 5.3
Symbol for "USE BY"

Do not handle as general trash.
Collect it according to local rule.

EN 980:2008
5.17.3 Symbol for
"TEMPERATURE
LIMITATION"

EN 980:2008 5.12 Symbol for
"MANUFACTURER"

EN 980:2008
5.13 Symbol for
"AUTHORISED
REPRESENTATIVE IN THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

0123

NOTIFIRD BODY
TŰV SUD Product Service

4.4 Symbol for Packing Boxes
Description

Symbol
Manufacturer Contact

Tel : 82-42-936-7201

Transport and storage environment

Storage humidity and atmosphere
Store at dry area (ISO780, 00463)
Handling not to be fragile (ISO780, 00469)
Do not stack over 5 boxes

Handling

Stack direction (ISO780, 00470)
Pay attention for handling
Do not use picking tool

5.

Equipment Discard (

)

Discard the recorder and accessories according to local laws.
Please follow the state’s recycling laws or your facility’s recycling policy to ensure proper
disposal of the recorder and accessories. For more information on recycling, call the Environment Protection Agency or local authorities.
Attention: Do not dispose of this product as unsorted municipal waste. Prepare this product
for reuse or separate collection as specified by Directive 2002/96/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union on Waste Electronic and
Electrical Equipment (WEEE). If this product is contaminated, this directive does
not apply.
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6.

Technical specifications

Analyzer Software
Channels

12-ch, 3-ch

HRV time and frequency domain

Yes

QT analysis

Yes

ST segment analysis in all leads

Yes

HRT analysis

Yes

Pacer function analyzer

Yes

Holter recorder
Capacity

Built-in 4GB Micro SD Card (using FAT32)

A/D Sampling rate

250, 500, 1000 samples/sec

A/D Resolution

24 bits

Timing accuracy

During 24h, less than 30 seconds.

Resolution

0.014305 μV

Data transfer

USB interface / Micro SD card

Pacemaker spike detection

Yes

Graphic Color LCD

160 x 128

Built-in real-time clock

Keeps date and time (built-in battery)

Built-in accelerometer sensor

Yes (optional)

Frequency response

5Hz as benchmark, 0.67 Hz to 40 Hz (–3dB)

Time constant

greater than 3.2 sec

Input dynamic range

6mV peakto-valley (p-v)

Input impedance

Greater than 10 MΩ

CMRR

60dB for 60Hz and 45 dB for 120Hz

Minimum feature size

10 Hz, 50 μV p-v sinusoidal signal

System noise

Less than 50μV

Enduring polarization voltage

±300mV

Electrical safety

Type BF (Operated by internal battery)

Power consumption

Less than 0.036A

Power supply

Alkaline batteries : DC 3.0V (2*AA type)

Size (mm)

90.5 (L) X 65 (W) X 24 (H)

Weight (g)

80g without battery

Operation environment
Environment temperature

10℃ ~ 45℃

Relative humidity

10 to 95%

Atmospheric pressure

70kPa ~ 106 kPa

Transport and storage environment
Environment temperature

-20℃ ~ +60℃

Relative humidity

10 to 95%

Atmospheric pressure

50kPa ~ 106kPa
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WARRANTY※※※

※※※

Model : Cardicode
Serial number :
Date of purchase : 20 . . . .

Thanks for your choosing CARDICODE Holter ECG. TRISMED warrants that
CARDICODE Holter ECG will be free from defects in materials and workmanship
for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase from an authorized
TRISMED distributor. The patient cable are covered by 6-month warranty.
Other accessories are not under warranty.

To obtain warranty service, customer must notify TRISMED of the defect before the expiration of the warranty period. Customer shall be responsible for
packaging and shipping the defective product to the service center with shipping
charges, duties, taxes, and other charges.

This warranty shall not apply to any defect, failure or damage caused by improper use, improper and inadequate maintenance and care. TRISMED shall not
be obligated to furnish service as follows :


Damage resulting from attempts by personnel other than TRISMED
representatives to install, repair or service the product.



Damage caused by the use of non-TRISMED supplies.



Damage resulting from improper use or connection to incompatible
equipments.



The product that has been modified and integrated with other products.

TRISMED CO.,LTD
Tel : 042-936-7201
Fax. : 042-936-7202
URL : www.trismed.com
E-mail : trismed@trismed.com
Made in Korea
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CARDICODE Holter ECG PRODUCT REGISTRATION CARD
Please complete and return to below address or by fax within 10 days.
This card will allow us to contact you in the event of significant product changes and
help us develop products that best meet your needs. Thank you.

1.

Model type

Serial Number

Name

Job Title

Company

Div/Mall
Stop

Street Address
City/state

Zip

Country
Purchase Date

2. Condition upon receipt:

Phone

()

□ Satisfactory

□ Unsatisfactory (please describe)
3. What is the most important factor to choose cardicode holter ECG?
□ a. Price □ b. Quality □ c. Design □ d. Service □ e. Brand Name
□ f. the others

4. Which factor most influenced your decision to purchase this product?
(Please / only one.)
□ a. Magazine Ad
□ f. Distributor Brochure
□ b. Trismed Salesman
□ g. Direct Mail
□ c. Trismed Brochure □ h. Recommended by others
□ d. Trade show
□ i. Prior use
□ e. Distributor Salesman
5. Comments or suggestions?

Address : 409 SMECA, 65, Techno 3-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, Korea
Tel : +82-42-936-7201 Fax : +82-42-936-7202
E-mail : trismed@trismed.com
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TRISMED CO., LTD
409 SMECA, 65, Techno 3-ro,
Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 34016,
Republic of Korea
Tel : 82-42-936-7201
Fax : 82-42-936-7202
www.trismed.com
trismed@trismed.com

European Representative
TALEXCO,S.L.
Los Vascos, 14, 28040 Madrid, Spain
Tel : 34-915-359860
Fax : 34-915-359862
talexco@jet.es

RD-09-7400-A-002 Rev. -02-, June 29, 2015
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